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the transition to the management of the royal mathematical society in berlin had not been easy for him. his
colleagues in leipzig were pleased with his success in the organization of the corresponding committees, but he

felt he was not going to do any great work on his own. after some years of tension, he began to show symptoms of
an early heart disease, and he had to resign from his position. he continued to live in leipzig for the rest of his life

and continued to develop and organize mathematical societies in all of germany and poland. in addition to
managing the societies, he was able to give many lectures and seminars, in which he was always a brilliant and
inspirational speaker. he made contributions to all areas of mathematics, but his main interest was the theory of
numbers, trigonometry, number theory, conic sections, and mathematical physics. many of his research papers
have been highly cited and are still considered classics in their areas. also, he was one of the first to support the

view that the existence of irrational numbers was proven, along with gauss, abel, and cauchy. he wrote many
books for the general public, many of which have been translated into english and other foreign languages. in

1890, bell published the book computation with numbers, numbers, and almost any thing else in his life. in this
book he explained complex mathematical topics in a simple, accessible manner. bell was the founding editor of

the annals of mathematics in the beginning of the 20th century and was a co-founder of the american
mathematical society. over the course of his career, bell was involved in many very important conferences and

discovered many mathematical theorems. in the year of 1893, he was elected a member of the academy of
sciences in berlin.
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the legacy of this talk of cole's was the episode reported by
bell (above). the problem was to calculate the various square

roots of $m_{67}$ up to the norm $n=2^{67}-1$. a summary
of the calculation was presented at the international congress
of mathematicians, august 1908, by cole and in 1910 by gauss

at the aachen congress. there were also talks by other
mathematicians before bell, including some by riemann in
1857. the problem had been proposed by e. lucas in 1799.

although lucas had claimed that $m_{67}$ is prime, he was
forced to acknowledge that it is composite. cole had a different

approach, and wanted to show that the fermat numbers
$m_{1},\cdots, m_{13}$ are also composite, because the

factorization of $n=m_{1}^{2}\cdots m_{13}^{2}$ is easy.
this approach showed that $n$ is composite, but not that it is a
product of the first $13$ fermat numbers. lucas had left these

numbers as distinct, and came up with the factorization by
fiddling in the index of the fibonacci sequence. it is still the
case that $n=m_{1}^{2}m_{2}^{2}\cdots m_{13}^{2}$
provided that the product of fermat numbers $m_{i}$ is a

product of the first $13$ fermat numbers. the hint to the status
of the fermat numbers comes from his value

$\varphi=\varphi(n)=1+\sqrt{n}$, and the value of the
extended riemann zeta function $\zeta(s)$ for $s=1$: $\zeta(1
)=\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}1/n^{2}=\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}1/n^{
2}=\infty$. by taking $n=m_{1}$ in the sum, it can be shown
that $m_{1}$ is prime, and hence $m_{2},\cdots,m_{13}$ are

also prime, and finally that $n=m_{1}^{2}\cdots
m_{13}^{2}$ has the factorization given above. 5ec8ef588b
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